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Incident Data
Most traffic incidents are reported through 911 systems.

◦ Public safety agencies are a primary source for real-time data.
◦ Police, Fire, and EMS agencies are increasingly sharing data Center-to-

Center.
◦ Public safety agencies respond to many types of events on roadways, not 

just crashes.
◦ Incident data can feed traveler information systems.
◦ Incident data can be used for TIM performance measurement (ICT, RCT, 

Secondary Crashes).
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Incident Data Sharing
Field Operational Tests (2006) demonstrated real-time data exchanges between 
law enforcement computer-aided dispatch (CAD) systems and traffic 
management centers (TMCs). 

◦ Automatically shared data between CAD systems and TMC operating 
systems.

◦ Increased TMC awareness of traffic incidents.

◦ Updated TMCs as incident management progressed.

◦ Enabled TMCs to provide timely, accurate traveler information.
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Levels of CAD-TMC Integration

Level 4 Seamless and automatic transfer of CAD data into 
TMC traffic operations systems to create an incident 
event in TMC software.

Level 3 CAD data feed is provided to TMC system that 
operator needs to review/accept or retype in the TMC 
software.

Level 2 TMC operators can view a CAD data feed and must 
retype to input into TMC software.

Level 1 TMC receives incident information via telephone or 
email; no use of CAD information, data or screens.
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50% of state TMCs have some level of access to 
law enforcement CAD data.



Status of CAD-TMC Integration
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Why Focus on CAD-TMC 
Integration?

CAD contains all types of events that meet the definition of 
an incident – not just crashes.

Faster and more accurate transfer of information.

Reduces incident duration, responder exposure.
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Business Case Supports CAD-
TMC Integration
After integrating CAD with TMC systems:

◦ 34% reduction in incident clearance time in Maryland after DOT got access 
to State Police CAD data.

◦ 30% reduction in incident response time and 38% reduction in incident 
duration in Oregon.

◦ 88% of crashes in the Virginia DOT traffic management system come from 
State Police CAD. 

◦ Minnesota DOT justified ongoing support for freeway service patrol by using 
CAD data to calculate benefit:cost.
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Mutual Benefits of CAD-
TMC Integration

BENEFITS TO LAW 
ENFORCEMENT

Increase officer safety during 
incident response.

Minimal cost or changes to law 
enforcement processes.

Reduce coordination time for 
dispatch/communications centers.

Improved capabilities for 
performance measures.

BENEFITS TO TMCS

Improved notifications, awareness 
and verification of incidents.

Can mobilize DOT response resources 
faster.

Overall improvements to incident 
response and clearance time.

Depth and  accuracy of data for 
performance analysis.

Improved traveler information.

Increased TMC accuracy and 
efficiency.
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Benefits of Improved Incident 
Response and Clearance Time

Safety • Reduces time responders are on-scene 
and exposed to risks.

• Reduces the potential for secondary 
crashes

Agency 
Resources

• Reduces the risk factor for secondary 
crashes, which could extend the overall 
incident duration time.

• Allow more time to be spent on other law 
enforcement functions.

Time and 
Money

• Reduces unexpected delays.
• Provides more reliable travel for vehicles 

and freight.
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Expanding Use of Integrated 
CAD-TMC Systems

Increased safety for responders and other travelers.

Tangible and documented savings to lives, time and money.

Greater efficiency in leveraging existing data sets.

Integral to advancing TIM collaboration and TIM programs.

Supports thorough performance analysis which will lead to data-driven 
decisions and investments.

Technical challenges can be overcome – institutional willingness is the 
primary success factor.
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